The Stichting “Bunkerbehoud” manages a number of
bunkers on Walcheren where the German Atlantic
Wall is the main subject. There is also information
on the Battle for the Scheldt which led to the
liberation of the Scheldt estuary in November 1944.
This action was needed to clear the passage to the
harbour of Antwerp.
The Atlantic Wall
The Atlantic Wall is a static defence line, built between
1942 and 1945, along the western European coast
from the top of Norway until the Spanish border. It was
created to prevent an allied invasion on the coastline.
Many thousands of concrete bunkers and obstacles
were built. The banks of the river Scheldt, the
Walcheren island
(Vlissingen) and the coast at
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (Breskens) were heavily fortified
due to their strategic position at the entrance to the
channel to the harbour of Antwerp. The command
post of the German division that occupied the islands
of Walcheren and both Bevelanden, was situated in
the park Toorenvliedt in Middelburg.

centre and nine shelters for safe lodging of all the
personnel.
Short poems are cut into steel plates and mounted
on the concrete. They tell the local story on the
Second World War and the liberation. Some of the
bunkers have been made suitable for the
hibernation of bats. The bird shelter “De Mikke” is
worth your visit. For the young visitors some play
equipment is placed.

The bunker is a “Nachrichtenstand für höhere
Stäbe”, for all communications for staffs on a
divisional level or higher. It provided all sorts of
message traffic: radio, telephone, telex, orderlies
and (army)mail. Secret information was encrypted
with the famous Enigma machine.

The park is a perfect combination of nature, art,
leisure and history.
The Buffalo

1: gas lock 2: close combat defence 3: central
heating 4: junction boxes 5: spare parts 6: telephone
exchange 7: telex room 8: radio officer 9: radio room
10: antenna room 11: message centre 12: cable
drums and test equipment 13: room for charging
batteries.

Park Toorenvliedt

The allied advance towards Middelburg took place
on the 6th of November 1944. Eleven amphibious
vehicles of the type Buffalo were used for transport.
In the vicinity of Toorenvliedt one of the vehicles hit
a landmine.
The model at the entrance of the park is a
monument for the six fallen British soldiers. Their
names are put on a plate.
In het park and on the estate Vijvervreugd nearby,
fourteen bunkers were built. Three as a command
post, one as a kitchen, one big communication

The communications bunker type 618

From here the path into the park is paved with big
quarry tiles that tell important facts and dates for the
Toorenvliedt mansion.

Telephone
The exchange handled the lines with the strong
points on Walcheren and the Bevelanden, the
adjacent divisions and of course the higher
commands. (6) The circuits were routed via several
ground cables that were put inside in room 4. The
individual cable pairs were mounted on junction
boxes in the same rooms. The bunker on
Toorenvliedt was as a spider in the web of all
German telephone cables in the region. The
telephones of the members of the staff in the
bunkers and in the mansion, were connected to the
exchange as subscribers.

Park Toorenvliedt
German divisional headquarters in the
Atlantic Wall
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Telex

General information

Before messages can be sent by telex, also known
as teletype, a punched paper tape had to be made.
The men above are doing this. After a final check
the tape was transmitted by means of the outgoing
telex machine that was located in the right niche in
room 7. The left niche was reserved for the Enigma.
We have two electronic demonstration models that
work exactly the same as the original machine. With
these learning devices we can demonstrate the
working principal of the Enigma. Extra educational
software on a pc tablet interacts with the models
and, when available, a real Enigma.
The version of the cipher machine that was used by
the army, has three rotors that are the heart of the
encoding system.

The communication bunker type 618 has no regular
opening hours. For group visits during the whole
year, to the park and the bunker, we refer to our
website that is partly in the English language: See:
www.bunkerbehoud.com/visit.
We also give battlefield tours on the island of
Walcheren and of course the location Toorenvliedt
can be included in your request. Our guides speak
the English language. All visits are at your own risk.
Stichting Bunkerbehoud
The foundation started in 1999 in order to preserve
and restore bunkers and fortifications as a valuable
and historical heritage. In the past years the
foundation has obtained the management over
several bunkers. Some are museums, others are
part of a bicycle route across the island. These
brochures are available at our museums and at the
Tourist Offices. We are also active in research,
education, giving information and advising the
authorities.
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